Why Do I Get Mixed Answers At Times When Asking
Questions?
Why does it seem I get mixed “yes and no” messages, or no answer at all,
when asking certain questions of my Holy Spirit or my Spiritual Guides?
1. FEAR BASED QUESTIONS: Most frequently the question that gives both yes and no answers or no
answer at all is because the question is based in fears or is some form of “control”. By “control” this
means we are trying to avoid fear and fear in and of itself is not real. So the question is really a ‘form
of defense’. Conversely, your Holy Spirit and Guidance are walking in Perfect Love and thus in essence,
by your question, you are asking them to ‘make fear’ real and this, to them, is impossible.

Remember,

they are coming from a place where only Love is Real, so if they joined you in your question, they would
be joining you in your dream that fear (control) is something real. If you not sure of the nature of your
question being asked, then ask them, “Is my question fear based”?
2. QUESTIONS OF COMPARISON: Similar questions to #1 are questions where you are comparing
something happening now or in the future or in the pass. An example is “Will the movie I interested in
seeing going to be like the one I watched two weeks ago?” This question seems to be innocence enough,
but you are asking your guidance to ‘step into the past’ and they will never do this. Again, they are
Perfect Expression of Love and Love is ONLY HAPPENING RIGHT NOW. It has no past or future for it
is timeless. So in essence such a question asks them to ‘go into time” and time as they know it is “limited”.
So why would they want to go there? Moreover, why would you? Their function is to get you ‘out of the
limited’ perceptions of time and back into the moment (where there is only love going on). Additionally,
you could say you are asking them to ‘make a judgment’ and to them all is God and thus all is LOVE, as
they KNOW we are all simply expressing our individuality in this very moment and thus, how can one even
compare if they see God’s Creation as He See It? So trust in certainty that if a question contains even
the slightest bit of comparison or judgment, you will get mixed answers.
So the best thing to do when you get mixed answers is to restate the question a difference way.
Concerning a ‘choose’ you wish to make “right now”, simply ask, “Is see this movie I am thinking about
going to going to serve my highest good?” And if you are wondering now “what is my highest good?” It is
to be “joyous, happy and free”.
3. QUESTIONS THAT ARE NOT RELEVANT TO THE TOPIC BEING EXPLORED: The third reason for
getting ‘mixed’ or ‘no answer at all’ is that the question in considered by your guidance as irrelevant or in

a case of a choice you are asking about, either one you make makes no difference in the greater scheme
of things. Again, if you ask it as “which one is in my highest good right now”? You will get an answer, for
truth always is absolute. At the same time, this appears a little tricky as the ego is always trying to trip
you up with doubt (the fear of being wrong or doing something wrong). An example is “is purple a better
color than black’ for the font colors in this write-up?” Now, if you are ‘thinking’ at the time ‘light purple’,
which would make it a bit more difficult to read, you may get ‘black’ as your answer; however, if you
thinking “dark purple” then the answer may be “it does not matter”. Thus any question you ask “that is
not absolutely clear” you may get a mixed answer for you are not clear and thus your question has
nothing to do with the “absolute truth”. So remember, if you are asking a question where you are not
being ‘absolutely clear’ you will most likely get a ‘mixed’ answer. Concerning questions like ‘font colors’, I
find it best to just “change the color to what I’m feeling to change it to” and then ask: “Is this is best
color for this write up right now?”
Summary of Suggestions for Developing or Articulating Your Questions To Your Spiritual Guidance:
• Remember Love is Perfectly Clear! It is Perfect Clarity! Be mindful that your questions are perfectly
clear too. If you get a ‘mixed answer’, pause and don’t go into doubt (fearing you are doing something
wrong), rather explore what you are asking in curiosity (Love). Sometimes writing the question down
helps in this process of getting clear about your question. Also, I find it always helpful to add to any
questions “and is this in my highest interest?”
• Remember, Love is only “moving right now” in this moment. If you want answers from God, they need be
‘present moment’ questions! And remember, answers are also “present moment related”, meaning the
truth as it is right now is “this”. So if you are asking about going somewhere, the answer only applies to
‘right now’. If you get a “no” right now, then ‘listen’ for when it crosses your mind again as a clue to “ask
again”. In this way, you are always ‘staying in the moment’, the only place the Infinite Nature of God’s
Love, the only place Creation is Happening.
• If by chance you slip ‘out of the moment’ and break your connection which amounts to basically “going
into doubt and questioning if you are doing it right or not getting the answer you want, no worries. Just
re-center yourself and begin asking again, but changing your question perhaps being more specific.
Always remember doubt is a form of fear, mostly ‘fearing’ you are doing it right. If you find yourself
struggling with doubt, it is suggested you revisit “Operating In The Moment” by God. Here is the link.
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